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Living life on the spectrum
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The mother no longer deals in good days and bad days. She
lives only for good moments. One arrives now, at dinner time
on a Thursday night in her Altona Meadows home, the only
two- storey house on the street.

Roy, her biggest boy, her pride and joy, is doing his
homework in the dining nook, ear buds blaring Elton John,
eyes trained on the times tables work sheet in front of him.

Roy's twin sister Paige is in the living room with the contents
of her pencil case spilled out over a lacquered coffee table.
The slender curly haired pre-teen is pretending to be a haughty
schoolmarm, calling roll in a classroom that contains only one
student, her four-year-old brother.

She scans the lounge for him now: ''Rowhan? Rowhan?'' His
eyes light up and his chubby right hand punches the air: ''Hee-
ya!''

Attendance is taken. Class begins. Together they draw rainbows.

Outside in the backyard, the father smokes a Peter Jackson and sips a can of Carlton. He squints into a blooming
sunset beyond Avalon, enjoying a quiet minute after his standard 12-hour day building and maintaining hot
bitumen sprayers.

Inside, the mother's slow-cooked corned beef is flaking apart with apparent ease, the scent of vinegar and cloves
filling the kitchen. It smells good. This is a good moment.

In the household of Penny and Paul Matthews, good moments are rare.

On any other night, Roy would be sporting a bruise from a bully and perhaps hiding in a dark, enclosed space
somewhere in the house. Paige, after keeping herself together all day at school, might have melted into a foetal
clump on the couch.

Rowhan would be naked and rampaging, sent home from kindergarten for biting another child. Again. Or he might
be licking the floor. Or slamming his head on it.

Roy, Paige and Rowhan have all been diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder. Roy is at the higher functioning
end of this mild-to-severe sliding scale: he has Asperger's syndrome. Paige is going through a similar diagnosis
now. Rowhan sits alone at the more ''classic'' language-impaired and socially delayed end.

Multiple diagnoses within families are not uncommon: recent research suggests the siblings of children with ASD
have a 20 per cent greater chance of developing the disorder.

Life on the spectrum - multiplied by three - is the only life Penny, 40, has known for the past 10 years. That was
when her twins turned two, when those joyous developmental milestones that mothers crave - first eye contact,
visual tracking, smiling, grabbing - began to appear and vanish, or never arrive.

Roy would crawl one week but regress and be unable to roll over six months later. He shook with such force they



thought he might have epilepsy. Well-meaning professionals preached patience - he would outgrow his problems -
but new traits emerged. He began obsessing over objects, organising them in rows and stacks, perfectly aligned and
checked, realigned and rechecked, again and again.

''If you tried to move anything - anything - there would be screaming and shaking and rocking and chewing,'' says
Penny. ''He would flip.''

He came home from school baffled, unable to tell if he was being befriended or bullied. When he asked questions
in class, the answers only spurred compulsive follow-ups. Every child knows how much fun it can be to play a
never-ending game of ''Why?'', but Roy didn't smile inside that infinite Q&A loop - he was stuck there, stranded
and confused.

''He sees the world as a puzzle, and the puzzle doesn't fit together,'' Penny says. ''Information goes into our brain,
we sort it out and we file it. Not with him - it goes in scattered and stays scattered.''

He was diagnosed at nine. ''I kept it from him for three days. How am I going to tell my son this is why he's
different, without bursting into tears, without showing him that I'm devastated?''

Subtle elements of the same sad devolving timeline were repeated in Paige, although manifested in other ways,
from avoiding eye contact to unrelenting adherence to routine and instruction. She can't simply be told to take a
shower - she has to be told to wash her face first, then underarms, and in that order. Repetition is crucial, not every
day but every hour.

''And everything is literal. You have to be so careful about what you say,'' Penny says.

Paige is in grade 6 and has only just made a friend. She refuses to eat fruit unless it's pureed. (Eating only smooth,
white foods is common among children on the spectrum. The Matthews family makes regular trips to Shepparton to
buy cheap tinned foods in bulk from the Goulburn Valley and SPC factory shops there.)

Rowhan is well behind his peers. He is four and only just toilet trained. His speech is garbled, often
incomprehensible even to his parents. He has extensive ''sensory issues'' - the feel of sand on his feet or the sound of
a food processor can send him into a frenzied panic. He has special earmuffs to wear when the experience is too
much and his senses overwhelm him. ''The body jingles and jangles. He screams at me for vacuuming,'' says Penny,
a nervous laugh escaping through a pained smile. ''I shouldn't laugh, but if you don't laugh you'll cry.'' She starts
crying.

On the other side of town, inside the muted Kew East office of The ASD Clinic, renowned specialist Dr Richard
Eisenmajer explains that autism as we know it today is defined by a ''triad of impairments'' - in social
understanding, communication and imagination.

At the mildest end of the spectrum these problems could be categorised as a style of thinking, while at the severe
end they constitute a significant disability. Doctors do differ in their diagnoses - where one sees a grave pathology
another might see growing pains.

There are concerns about ''medicalising'' normal behaviour. Indeed, if a person is not crippled by anxiety or
isolation, if they have found a partner, a job and a cadre of close friends there may be no point in assessment.

''You diagnose people for clinical utility,'' Eisenmajer says. ''But if you're in year 7 and have a genius IQ with the
organisational skills of a grade 4, and people are complaining that you're lazy, or that your parents aren't pushing
you hard enough - that child and those parents both need to know that they're not bad.''

Parents of children on the spectrum often have to defend themselves and their children's behaviour, in part because
the disorder presents no physical face. When the Matthews clan went to Queensland on a family holiday last year,
Roy and Paige and Rowhan wore specially made T-shirts that read ''I'm autistic. Please be kind to my mum. She's
doing the best she can.'' Call it a pre-emptive strike.

''I've been abused in the street - 'control your naughty kid, give it a good hiding','' Penny says. ''But you would
walk past my kids and not know they're autistic until they have a meltdown.'' Often these meltdowns happen away
from the public gaze.



The kids face a ''double curriculum'' at school - they do the required work but also have to manually process
complex social interactions (facial expressions, tone of voice) that are automatic for us ''neurotypicals''. They
expend energy staying composed in class and poised on the playground, then explode at home.

Parents wonder why. They ask the school. The response? ''But your child is the best in my class. I want 20 kids like
your daughter - have you considered a parenting course?''

The outcome is deflating for mum and dad, and the consequences dark for son and daughter. Roy has more than
once said he can't deal with life, that he doesn't want to be here, that he wants to die. ''He calls it his black hole. He
actually gets black under the eyes,'' Penny says.

There is no cure for ASD. Despite regular silver bullet solutions - a new vitamin therapy, hyperbaric chambers, pig
hormone injections - nothing works quite so well as early intervention and treatment, including speech therapy,
social skills groups, behavioural modification and take-home tools.

The Matthews family owns two ''pods'', for instance, which look like miniature inflatable rafts: When they're
stressed, Roy and Rowhan climb into them for the comfort of compression. They have ''chewlery'' (like baby
teething rings) that hang on a string around their neck. There's a trampoline in the backyard to help them exercise,
because children on the spectrum often lack muscle tone. Then there are intuitive parenting techniques - redirection
and positive reinforcement - plus a few last-resort measures that are hard to begrudge: ''Once I bit Rowhan, to show
him how it felt,'' says Penny. ''Or you can yell like a banshee.''

Paul remained in denial for an entire year about the plight of his kids, insisting their problems were ''nothing a
good smack in the ear wouldn't fix''. He would spend his days isolated from the issue, at work on pneumatics and
hydraulics, relay switches and safety valves for pressurised pots of boiling black slick.

Gradually, after hearing local testimonies and watching documentaries with world experts like Temple Grandin and
Sue Larkey, he began to see that his family was not alone. He also saw a striking hereditary connection.

''I thought hang on, hang on, hang on - that's me, that's me and that's me. I do the exact same things … You
describe it and you're describing me. That helped.''

Being positive is crucial. Surrey Hills mother of three Lyndel Kennedy wrote The Hidden Diffability: Discovering

Aspergers partly as a direct response to the mostly grim reading material she found when her son was diagnosed.

''You come away from these books thinking 'My son is never going to have a relationship, or get a job or succeed at
anything','' Kennedy says. ''That didn't fit with what I could see. Sure he has some difficulties but he has some
great strengths. He might struggle with a work sheet, but he has an incredible mind in other ways.''

Roy is no savant, but he has a keen mind for mathematics and wants to be an engineer - there is nothing to say he
can't. Look at his father. Paige has a highly developed sense of protective empathy (it is something of a myth that
children on the spectrum lack empathy) and wants to be a schoolteacher. Who knows what Rowhan can achieve
with intensive therapy.

High school is approaching fast for Roy and Paige, but that experience can actually be better for children on the
spectrum, so long as they can navigate the early years and reach VCE, where they can focus on the fixations that
suit them best. In the meantime they will have to weather a storm, as will Penny and Paul.

Knowing that as parents they might never have a ''normal'' conversation with their youngest is ''heartbreaking''.
They have adjusted their expectations of life, but things still get bad. ''I hate saying this, but sometimes I just have
no head space left, like I'm at breaking point,'' Penny says. ''Lots of days I cry myself to sleep.''

Once in a while Grandma Elaine will babysit and the parents can escape. Their last retreat was a night at the
Laverton Club, a counter meal and a few Vodka Cruisers. Such reprieves are rare. As rare as those good moments.

The family finishes dinner now. Things are going smoothly. They discuss whether the twins will go to the school
disco. (They won't.) They argue over how many glasses of cordial Paige has had, and why Roy insists on holding
his knife and fork in the wrong hands. Bath time for Rowhan comes next. ''Bullfrog'', as they call him, strips in the
middle of the kitchen and marches to the tub. The bulky boy lumps into the water and purrs as his mum washes his
hair.



Will the Matthews brood be OK? Penny smiles and nods with a weary stoicism. Paul, still sitting outside, simply
points at a series of grooves on the wooden table in his backyard, a pattern of circles and intersecting straight lines.
He runs his finger around a curve, then takes a sharp turn down one straight line.

They need to find their straight line, their groove - their place and path.

''They'll be OK,'' he says. ''They'll be OK. Guaranteed.''

Konrad Marshall is a senior writer.
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